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Registration committee

Rangoli committee
Programme was inaugurated by lightening lamp

Welcome song for guest
Felicitation of Principal Dr. B.D. Khandare by Vice-Principal Dr. B.P. Sarwade

Felicitation of Chief Guest Mr. Rameshwar Shewale by Principal Dr. B. D. Khandare
Felicitation of Dr. V.H. Panchal by Dr. R.B. Kakde

Dr. R.B. Kakde put preamble of the workshop
Mr. Rameshwar Shewale putting his view about programme

Audience are hearing to the delegates
Dr. B.D. Khandare concluding his presidential remark

Dr. T.B. Dhondge proposing vote of thanks
Delegates are taking breakfast

Students from Nutan college Selu taking breakfast
Students from L.B.S. college Partur taking breakfast

Mr. Rameshwar Shewale delivering his lecture on Mushroom Cultivation with demonstration
Mr. Rameshwar Shewale explaining concept of Mushroom

Mr. Rameshwar Shewale interacting with students
Bagging of raw materials for mushroom cultivation

Hole making on bag
Mushroom mycelium (01 month) intermingled with straw

Mr. Rameshwar Shewale showing fully grown Oyster mushroom
Students are understanding about mushroom cultivation

Students are understanding about mushroom cultivation
Dr. R.S. Gaikwad proposing vote of thanks for second session

Students and teachers with mushroom product stall
Students and teachers with mushroom product stall

Students and teachers with mushroom product stall
Group photo of Swami Vivekanand College Students with delegates

Group photo of Nutan College, Selu and L.B.S. College, Partur Students with delegates